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ATTACK ON FRENCH AERO-ENGINE FACTORY

The importance to the enemy of the Gnome-Rhone aero-engine works

at Gennevilliers, near Paris, and of the other French armament

factories Beside it, was clearly shown By the new defences which our

bomber crews found there last night. These were chiefly light anti-

aircraft guns, But there were heavy guns as well, and many searchlights

operating from points around the factory. Night fighters were also seen.

The attack began in good weather, but our bombers had soon to search

Before they could pick up the target Between patches of scurrying cloud.

The crews pinpointed the works from Bends in the river Seine and from

other conspicuous landmarks. Then they flow low in the face of the flak

to make accurate bombing attacks.

"As we came in," the pilot of a Stirling said, "my rear gunner saw

a Me.110 following us. It was out of range and before it could close on

us I shoved the nose down and we slammed into a patch of cloud that was

cruising along below us. That fighter never found us. Then we circled

over Paris and saw the Arc de Triomphe and the Champs Elysees, We saw the

Gnome-Rhone works clearly in the moonlight and made our run. The

factory was dead in the bomb sight when the bombs were released. The

reflection of the bursting bombs was startingly clear in the river."

The air bomber of a Halifax - this is the new term for the new job

of Bomb-aimer - front gunner - had a narrow escape. He was lying in the

nose of the Halifax and had just released his first stick of Bombs when

a shell Burst underneath and splinters peppered the wings and fuselage,
A fragment went through the nose, pierced the platform on which the

air-bomber was lying, and cut through the cushions and split open the

lower part of his life-saving jacket. He was winded But otherwise unhurt.

There were 18 holes in the Halifax.


